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Lower House election result and market trend

Victory of the ruling coalition empowered Abe’s administration
Point

1

Ruling coalition (LDP+ Komeito)
captured two thirds of seats

Growing expectation for an economic
stimulating measures

■At the Lower House election held on 14 December, Abe’s
LDP (Liberal Democratic Party) won 291 seats, majority
of the House, and secured 326 seats in total with the
junior coalition partner Komeito, more than two thirds.
While the opposite Democratic Party of Japan and Japan
Communist Party had more seats than before election,
opposite parties as a whole failed to increase their seats.
Voters gave an approval of the Abenomics and
empowered Abe’s administration for a longer duration.
■Gaining more than two thirds of the total seats means
the given parties are able to pass bills into law by
reapproving even when they were not approved by the
Upper House. Going forward, more active discussion on
TPP and Nuclear power policy and quick arrangement of
additional economic measures is expected.
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but bullish trend with JPY depreciation
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（Source） Various news providers , data compiled by SMAM.

Stock market down after the election

■Nikkei 225 fell down to 17,099.40 yen, 272.18 yen lower
than the previous week end level. The given party’s
victory is thought to have been digested in the market
and the market was affected by fall in crude oil prices and
US and European stock markets. The JPY FX rates,
hovering at 118’s yen-level, did not make significant
movement as compared with the previous week end.
■Since the Abenomics have got an approval, the market
remains to have a view of continuation of JPY weakening
and positive stock market trend with growing conviction
of keeping powerful monetary easing and economic
stimulating policy by the Abe’s administration. Business
outlook and corporate earnings trend will be more
focused in the stock market than political issues.

Future
Outlook

< Lower House Seats after election : Total 475 >
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（Note） Data from 4 January 2012 to 15 December 2014
（Source） SMAM, based on Bloomberg L.P. data.

Growing expectation on long-lasting Abenomics for implementation of
effective Growth Strategy

mid-and-long term perspective such as new market
■In order to eliminate the prevailing slowdown of the
creation and deregulation to improve earning ability
economy, Abe is first expected to elaborate an economic
and efficiency of Japanese economy. Therefore, his
measures to lift weak private consumption and CAPEX
victory in the election is meaningful in a sense that he
investments of corporates.
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